[Danxi Xinfa and Zhu Danxi's correlated works].
Investigations are made on the study of serial works of Danxi Zhengzhi Xinfa carried out by later scholars. It is claimed that the background works of this is Jin Gui Gou Xuan. Danxi xinfa Benji being the Shanxi edition of Xinfa, while Chen Chong's Anhui edition of Danxi Xinfa is the representative works of Xin fa, Lu he's Danxi Zuanyao, Fang Guang's Danxi Xinfa Fuyu, Gao Zizheng's Danxi Xiansheng Zhi Fa Xin Yao also have their own uniqueness. Mai Yin Zheng Zhi and Danxi Shoujing are apocryp has of Huang Jizhi's Ben Cao Quan Du of the Ming Dynasty and should be, of course, excluded from the series.